2014 School Captains: **Ben Lukies & Tarion Proctor**

Congratulations also to our elected **Student Representative Council (S.R.C.)** members for 2014:-

**Secretary:** Harrison Brown  
**Treasurer:** Ben Lukies  
**Gr 5 Leader:** Tahlia Proctor  
**Gr 4 Leader:** Sophie Rutherford  
**Gr 3 Leader:** Jordan Hopkins  
**Gr 2 Leader:** Miranda Eddy  
**Gr 1 Leader:** Shared between all Gr 1’s throughout the year

---

**Back Row:** Sophie Rutherford, Harrison Brown, Maggie Ryan, Tarion Proctor, Ben Lukies, Daniel Clarke, Tahlia Proctor  
**Front Row:** Billy O’Donoghue, Beth Brown, Miranda Eddy, Jordan Hopkins, Grace Cogdell

Congratulations to all of our new leaders. We are sure that you will do a great job this year of setting the example and supporting your peers. Please keep in mind that all of our students are considered leaders and will be given opportunities to develop their skills in this area throughout the course of 2014.